Notification for the Appointment of Emeritus Professor in SPA, Vijayawada

No. of positions -1

1.0). EMERITUS PROFESSOR

Objective:
This position shall be available at the institution to supplement its regular faculty strength by engaging the services of retired senior faculty members. The key objective of Emeritus Professor shall be to promote the Research and Development (R&D) activities in the department and play the role of mentor to the faculty members of the department. An Emeritus Professor may pursue academic work within the framework of the Area to which he/she is attached.

Eligibility Criteria:
Superannuated full Professor of SPA/IIT/NIT and other Institutions of similar repute across globe, who has retired at the age of 65 years and has served as a full Professor at least for a period of minimum 10 years/ or a person retired from industry who has made outstanding contribution to the relevant field with suitable externally sponsored projects or comparable activities. The experience criteria may be relaxed for exceptionally meritorious candidates.

Honorarium:
Emeritus Professor will get an honorarium of Rs. 1, 20,000/- (consolidated) per month In addition, a contingency grant of Rs 50,000/- per annum shall be provided for meeting expenditure related to research activities such as consumables, materials, equipment and instruments; on reimbursement basis at the end of each year. Free Residential accommodation will be provided in the Institute Guest House.

Tenure:
The period of engagement shall be for a minimum period of 6 months or a semester and maximum period of two years. No person shall be appointed or continued as Emeritus Professor on attaining the age of 70 years. The persons with the following specialisation shall be given the preference as mentioned below:
1) Transport and Infrastructure Planning, Building Engineering and Management/Construction Management and Environmental Planning.

Note: Detailed CV may be forwarded to director@spav.ac.in superscribing the name of the position applied for “Application for Emeritus Professor”